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ATOS In a nutshell

105,000 experts
in 71 countries worldwide

€11 bn revenue 

Worldwide IT Partner of the 
Olympic & Paralympic Games

Global Leader 
in cloud & digital workplace

#1 in managed security 
services Europe & #3 
worldwide

c.€235 m R&D
c.4,500 patents
per annum

52,000 new digital 
certifications

20.97tCO2/m€ revenue 
industry best in class
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Atos Research & Innovation (ARI)
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R&D hub for Atos

Aligned to Atos BDS products’ roadmap

180 professionals in 8 Spanish cities

Source of innovative solutions to be
offered to Atos customers



ATOS Research & Innovation
AI, Data & Robotics Unit
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AI, Data & Robotics Unit 
Horizon Europe R&D Priorities
Alignment with the company strategy

Human-centric, ethical and trustworthy 
AI and data analytics for decision making 

Green AI platforms exploiting the 
computing continuum

Interoperable & portable cross-sector Data 
Spaces

Management of safe robots, drones and 
autonomous systems  

Vertical smart services and applications 
powered by AI, Data and Robotics
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High-level overview of the GAIA-X architecture
From https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/GAIAX/Redaktion/EN/Publications/gaia-x-technical-architecture.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=5

https://www.data-infrastructure.eu/GAIAX/Redaktion/EN/Publications/gaia-x-technical-architecture.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=5


AI, Data & Robotics Unit
Big Data

Research strategy
▶ Big Data: Data Value Chain, data pipelines,

data mining, analytics, BD engineering, stream
processing.

▶ Data platforms: Blockchain, data sharing
platforms, data federation.

▶ NLP: NLP pipelines, text mining, sentiment
analysis, opinion mining

▶ Semantics: Knowledge graphs, linked data,
ontologies, provenance.

Projects

Assets

DataPass

Blockchain-based network for data sharing.
Data providers expose their data as external
relational databases or external APIs in a
secure and privacy-preserving way.

1. Smart Contracts to enable trusted
transactions among stakeholders in the
network.

2. Off-chain management of big datasets to
avoid issues of managing large files in a
blockchain, that slows down overall
performance.

3. Distributed queries to external databases
for searching data.

4. Distributed queries to external APIs.



AI, Data & Robotics Unit 
Advanced Parallel Computing

Research strategy

▶ Resources management: Improve the way
in which HPC resources are used while the
execution of the applications remains optimal.

▶ HPC application in different domains:
parallelize codes and apply HPC to different
domains and technologies (AI and Big Data).

▶ Quantum Computing and Neuromorphic
Computing.

Projects

Assets

Yorc

HPC orchestrator to simplify deployment and
execution in a more resource efficient way.

1. Connection with HPC workload
managers, such as Slurm, Torque and
PBS Pro.

2. Possibility to run workflows of batch jobs.
3. Support containerization through

Singularity.
4. Embedded support for data movement

tasks (i.e. abstracting GridFTP).
5. Built-in monitoring of jobs.



AI, Data & Robotics Unit 
Robotics

Research strategy

▶ Robotics systems support and embodied AI.
▶ Cloud robotics, cognitive systems.
▶ Collaborative robots (multi-robots, robot to

robot).
▶ Simulation environments (Gazebo).
▶ AI (computer vision) in robots and drones.

Projects

Assets

Robotics mission control centre

Semi-automated mission planning and mission
supervision which includes scalable oversight of
a human in the loop.

1. Intelligent management of notifications
to warn the human in charge to
intervene when a novel and/or
problematic conditions arise.

2. Adaptive control loop.
3. Graphical user interface.
4. Integration with ROS.
5. Integration with simulation tools.



AI, Data & Robotics Unit 
Artificial Intelligence

Research strategy
▶ Tools for ML: Supporting tools based on

powerful data-intensive machine learning to
assist decisions.

▶ Autonomous behaviour and systems in
complex, safety and time critical systems.

▶ Human-centric, ethical and trustworthy
AI.

▶ AIaaS: Artificial Intelligence as a Service.

Projects

Assets

Codex AI Suite

It aims to reduce the complexity to manage the
life-cycle of Machine Learning by following
Artificial Intelligence as a Service (AIaaS)
paradigm.

1. Automated Machine Learning (AutoML).
2. Access to computing resources and data 

repositories.
3. AI catalogue of pre-trained and curated 

models.
4. Interactive development and 

visualization environment.



AI, Data & Robotics Unit
Key AI projects
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ID card AI4EU

Start 01/2019

End 12/2021

Coordinator Thales

Budget 20M€

Partners 84

Flagship project for Artificial Intelligence in Europe
Creation of the European AI on-demand platform

Strategic project for having visibility in the European AI landscape
Multiple funding opportunities related to AI4EU in Horizon Europe and Digital Europe

ATOS leading the AI4Agri pilot

AI4EU
The European AI on-demand platform

https://www.ai4europe.eu/

https://www.ai4europe.eu/
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AI4EU
Main building blocks and architecture
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AI4EU 
Ecosystem

An ecosystem of H2020 ICT-48/49 
projects, other organizations, and more 
to come in Horizon and Digital Europe



DIH4AI 
AI on-demand platform for regional interoperable DIHs Network

INFRASTRUCTURE 
INTEROPERABILITY

DATA 
INTEROPERABILITY

DATA SCIENCE 

EU VALUES 

(CROSS) REGIONAL

AND 

(PAN) EUROPEAN

• Solid interoperable federated infrastructure and services 

• Secure, fair and trustworthy cross-organizational data sharing 

• Trustworthy AI based on EU values and regulations

• Sharing resources and interoperable at regional and EU levels

ID card DIH4AI

Start 01/2021

End 12/2023

Coordinator POLIMI

Budget 5M€

Partners 12

https://www.dih4ai.eu/

DIH4AI will build a network of AI-on-demand innovation and collaboration platforms, 
interoperable with the AI4EU platform, supporting the joint development and provision of 
services through a sustainable network of regional AI DIHs and targeting local SMEs and 

GovTech agencies
ATOS leads the interoperability track

https://www.dih4ai.eu/


DIH4AI
Interoperability bridges
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ID card DataVaults

Start 01/2020

End 12/2022

Coordinator Fraunhofer

Budget 7.6M€

Partners 18

DataVaults

A PERSONAL DATA PLATFORM allowing individuals to take ownership and control of their data 
and share them at will with other entities, through flexible data sharing and fair compensation schemes

Our Unit is in charge of the Data Analytics Playground component allowing the configuration 
and deployment of secured analytic sandboxes for data seekers.

Other ARI teams are delivering identity management and personal wallet solutions to the project.
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ID card IoT NGIN

Start 10/2020

End 09/2023

Coordinator Capgemini

Budget 8M€

Partners 19

IoT NGIN

Big Data and Machine learning platform to enhance IoT intelligence
Atos contribution focused on going beyond AI SoTA: DL and RL to enhance training processes, 

online learning, automatic data labelling, federated learning, zero-knowledge verification 
techniques, polyglot model sharing. 
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ID card Flexigrobots

Start 01/2021

End 12/2023

Coordinator Atos

Budget 7M€

Partners 16

FlexiGroBots

Multi-robot solutions for intelligent automation of precision agriculture operations
First project coordinated by Atos in robotics

Leaders for the project platform including the implementation of Data Spaces, AI tools and 
robotics mission control. Validation in four real pilots across Europe.
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ID card INFINITECH

Start 01/2019

End 12/2022

Coordinator GFT

Budget 16M€

Partners 42

Infinitech

Flagship project for Digital Finance in Europe
Important project to create the first functional prototype of EasierAI platform addressing the 

requirements of the Fintech sector
Pay-as-you drive pilot to increase the maturity of SmartFleets with real vehicles
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